
Harnessing GPT for Interac�ve Learning: Explora�ons as a Storyteller in Prompt Engineering for 
Real-Time Exercise Development 

 

Introduc�on 

Make no mistake about it, ar�ficial intelligence (AI) is dumb. It is anything but intelligent. But it 
doesn’t have to remain that way. Through proper use of prompt engineering, educators can take 
the role of creator and storyteller of their worlds. 

This session introduces atendees to the explora�on, development, and u�liza�on of GPT-
integrated applica�ons and systems for interac�ve learning. It begins with a brief guide on se�ng 
up bespoke GPT systems including an�cipated costs (minimal), necessary GPT-based keys, 
integra�on into pre-designed modules, and, finally, engaging in and enhancing prompt 
engineering skills in developing real-�me exercises within the session. Specifically, the session 
then highlights the cri�cal nature of effec�ve prompt engineering, showing how tailored AI 
interac�ons can enhance educa�onal experiences and adapt to individual learning needs. The 
session emphasizes the real-world benefits of students mastering prompt engineering - a cri�cal 
skill to develop in our students in prepara�on for the inevitable AI-integrated workplace. The 
session is interac�ve, with atendees engaging in real-�me exercises to design their own 
educa�onal experiences using prompt engineering. This hands-on approach ensures par�cipants 
leave with prac�cal skills in implemen�ng GPT effec�vely in their own teaching design as well as 
a greater understanding of how to educate their students with such cri�cal knowledge in 
preparing them for a future augmented by AI. 

 

Theore�cal Founda�on and Teaching Implica�ons 

As with most all things MOBTS-related, such experien�al ac�vi�es are grounded within Kolb’s 
Experiential Learning Theory (1984) in providing par�cipants with ac�ve learning, 
experimenta�on, observa�on, and reflec�on. 

Ac�ve learning through ar�ficial intelligence is largely unexplored at this stage. Assump�ons can 
be made in terms of the richness it provides in exploring complexi�es of context and informa�on; 
however, it has yet to be explored where it operates within the realm of Media Richness Theory 
(Da� & Lengel, 1984). A current empirical gap exists in just how rich ar�ficial intelligence is and 
whether it mimics the richness of human-to-human engagements across digital media or whether 
human-to-AI is a form or scale of richness all to itself. Empirical evidence suggests a considerable 
gap between ar�ficial intelligence and knowledge acquisi�on (Neches et al., 1991) leading to 
desired performance outcomes via knowledge sharing (Russell & Norvig, 2010). However, while 
these studies called into ques�on the richness in such acquisi�on and sharing, they were 
conducted with an AI environment vastly different than the capabili�es that are present at the 



finger�ps of our educators and students, and increasingly commonplace within the workplace 
today.  

When it comes to prompt engineering the path toward richness is le� up to the creator. The 
creator can be highly precise and structured in the development of the AI-mindset or can be an 
open world storyteller allowing the AI to explore the borderless world being cra�ed. Thus, even 
with the present gap in empirical findings, assump�ons must be made that greater richness for 
highly complex and high context situa�ons currently exist to assist in leading to desired 
performance (and learning!) outcomes. 

 

Learning Objec�ves 

The takeaway for par�cipants includes: 

• A greater understanding of GPT-based systems and their poten�al �e-in to external 
applica�ons to enhance engagement as well as possibili�es for quan�ta�ve and 
qualita�ve research. 

• The technical prerequisites to install, design, develop, and execute live and evolving AI-
based exercises. 

• Knowledge of the benefits of prompt engineering to design exercise templates and adapt 
for real-�me precision toward desired outcomes. Examples of how prompt engineering 
and be highly structured or an exercise in storytelling. 

• The ability to engage with students on technology of current interest to them and to 
bestow upon them enhanced knowledge in prepara�on for the workplace. 

• A greater understanding of GPT systems leads to a greater awareness of poten�al misuse 
of such systems, enabling faculty to spot misuses. 

 

Exercise Overview 

• The exercise will take approximately 60 minutes. 
• 5-minutes: A brief overview of the current state of GPT systems will be provided. 
• 5-minutes: A technical overview of the prerequisites of hos�ng GPT systems as well as the 

modules recommended for greater efficiency within prompt engineering. 
• 10-minutes: Examples and exercises in prompt engineering. 
• 20-minutes: Par�cipants will break up into teams to engineer their own prompts that will 

be executed and tested within the session. 
• 10-minutes: Tes�ng of groups’ prompt engineered crea�ons. 
• 10-minutes: Debrief and discussion of session. 

 



Debriefing Overview 

To ensure proper takeaway, the debriefing will be somewhat structured during the first half (five-
minutes). The goal is to ensure the par�cipants understand what they were crea�ng, how they 
created it, and the impact that their structure or lack thereof had on the exercise they were 
crea�ng through the ‘personality development’ of the AI systems. 

Ques�ons for the teams and par�cipants will include: 

• What aspects of your prompt engineering went as well or beter than you expected? 
• What went wrong or was misunderstood by the AI? 
• How did your prompt engineering cra� the tone of the AI? Was the AI invi�ng? Dismissive? 

Was there a humanesque layer of richness added through prompt engineering? Was it too 
human and did it cross the Uncanny Valley? Was it too cold and dismissive? Further, were 
you cold or dismissive because it was not human? 

• What level of humanesque richness, if any, do you desire in AI engagements and how 
would that change your – and your students’ - engagement? 

• Finally, what control do you feel over AI as a creator and storyteller? 

The second half of debriefing will be freeform and guided by the ques�ons and interests of the 
par�cipants. 

Ideally, the exercises designed by the par�cipa�ng teams will be le� on the designated server for 
future considera�on and use. 

Par�cipants will be welcome to contact the presenter post-session for any future discussion and 
guidance given the poten�al complexity and technological nature and challenges of the session 
topic. 
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